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SPECIFICATION
Range: CENTOLITRI

Design: Caimi Lab

Codes: 280-GAGR, 280-GAR, 280-GAVE, 280-GAGL, 280-GABL
280-BOBO, 280-BOR, 280-BOVE, 280-BOGL, 280-BOBL

Dimension:

Description: bin for waste separation with drum and base in 1mm thick sheet-steel 
powder-coated in silver grey or mat white colour, rounded accident-proof edges, the base 
has a foam profile to protect the floor. Upper lid with central hole to dispose of waste, made 
entirely in powder-coated steel, available in grey, white, red, green, yellow or blue. 
The lid is hinged to the drum by screws and can be lifted to allow the access to the drum to 
insert the bin liner. Bin liner holder in steel hinged to the drum by screws to easily insert, 
hook and remove the bin liner.
Accessories:  pocket display code 236
         adhesive labels cod. 80326

height 85 cm, lenght 35 cm, depth 35 cm
Capacity 100 L

Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of 
the products in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication.
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Codes: 280-GAGR, 280-GAR, 280-GAVE, 280-GAGL, 280-GABL
280-BOBO, 280-BOR, 280-BOVE, 280-BOGL, 280-BOBL
285-GA, 285-BO, 236, 80236

280-BOBO

280-BOR

280-BOVE

280-BOGL

280-BOBL



Codes: 285-GA, 285-BO
Dimension:

Description: bin for waste separation with drum and base in 1mm thick sheet-steel 
powder-coated in silver grey or mat white colour, rounded accident-proof edges, the base 
has a foam profile to protect the floor. Top cover with folded front edge which serves as han-
dle, made entirely in powder-coated steel, available in grey or white. The lid is hinged to the 
drum by screws and can be lifted to allow the access to the drum to insert the bin liner. Bin 
liner holder in steel hinged to the drum by screws to easily insert, hook and remove the bin 
liner.
Accessories:  pocket display code 236
         sticky labels cod. 80326

height 85 cm, lenght 35 cm, depth 35 cm
Capacity 100 L

Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of 
the products in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication.
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236

Code: 236
Format:

Description: methacrylate display pocket applicable to the CENTOLITRI containers 
using double-sided adhesive tape.

A6O

Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of 
the products in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication.

80326

Code: 80326
Dimension:

Description:  adhesive labels for separate waste collection. These labels can be used to 
customise the CENTOLITRI containers.

each symbol 5,5 x 5,5 cm


